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BRINGING ANTIGONE HOME? 

Valerie Reed 

"[S]he makes a mark that cannot be properly located ..." 

?Carol Jacobs 

Some readers of Sophocles'yf?2//gtf;z? have taken its heroine to be a represen 
tative of resistance to tyrannical power, a model of moral behavior. Others 

have seen her as an example of the limit case?the limit of the community, 
the limit of the intelligible, even the limit of the human. Many of these 

readings rely, at least in part, upon an exploration of Antigone's relationship 
to her home: both the house in which she lives and the concerns that are 

associated with it, in particular her care of and obligation to her family. It is 

Hegel who suggests a reading of this play in terms of a fundamental conflict 

between the home and family (oTkocJ, on the one hand, and the city and 

more generally the public sphere (ttoAis) on the other, placing Antigone 

entirely on the side of the first of these.1 A diverse assortment of writers has 

since moved within the circle of questions Hegel suggests about the nature 

of Antigone's relationship to her family, the gods, and the community, and 

about where in all of this she is at home. The issue remains compelling 
in part because her "home" is, in fact, remarkably difficult to locate; it is a 

challenge to argue that Antigone represents only and purely the side of the 

oTkos when the complexity of her relationship to the very ideas of home 

and family, and perhaps more fundamentally of belonging and properness, 
resists any attempt at categorization. 

One way to address this difficulty is, negatively in a sense, through 
the notion of the Unheimliche?conventionally translated as the 

"uncanny," but rooted in the word Heim, "home." The range of significa 
tions associated with the word unheimlich [eerie, strange, disturbing] is 

shared to a certain extent by the word heimlich [secret, furtive, hidden], 
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BRINGING ANTIGONE HOME? 317 

despite the fact that the latter term looks like the opposite of the former, 
and in fact originally had the same meaning as heimisch [homey, domestic, 

familiar]?a historical connection that remains visible in the near-identity 
of the words themselves.2 The notion of the Unheimliche can thus suggest 
that there is something strange or improper about that which belongs to 

the home?and at the same time, something familiar or "homely" about 

that which belongs outside of it.31 would like to argue that the best way to 

understand Antigone's relationship to her home is to see it as unheimlich, 
insofar as this would allow for the possibility that she may simultaneously 
have the strongest claim of belonging to her oTkoc, and the most radical 

uncertainty about such belonging. 
I will, in general, deliberately use the terms "home" and "oTkoc," inter 

changeably here, despite the fact that they do not have precisely the same 

range of meaning. It is Antigone's relationship to her 0TK05?her family and 

dwelling-place, and the obligations associated with them?that I would like 
to investigate first of all; but at the same time, I would like to keep always 
in mind the more expansive connotations of the word "home" as a way of 

opening up some of the wider implications of Antigone's relationship to her 

oikos and of the question of her "proper place," broadly understood. It is in 
terms of this sort of question that Martin Heidegger's reading of Antigone 
is particularly valuable. Heidegger devotes roughly a third of his 1942 lec 
ture course Holderlins Hymn "The Ister" to a discussion of Sophocles' play 
in terms of the Unheimliche, arguing that Antigone is the most "unhomely" 
(unheimisch) and the most "uncanny" (unheimlich) of creatures?and thereby 
the most essentially human. Yet there is a significant distance between the 

conceptual (un)homeliness of the Unheimliche and the oTkoc, in the most 

immediate sense of the term, and the possibility of making a connection 
between Heidegger's notion of the Unheimliche and Antigone's relationship 
to her oTkoc, is less than certain. For although Heidegger's elaboration of the 
former presents a useful approach to theorizing the latter, his own reading 
never considers the oTkoc, as such; indeed, Antigone's complex relationship 
to her home and family is barely registered in his discussion. 

I will suggest here, however, that Heidegger's analysis is constrained 

by the fact that it does not take up precisely those questions that concern 

the oTkoc, as a site of contention and thus fails to come to terms with the 
full implications of the "homely" nature?which is also the unheimlich 
nature?of Antigone's relationship to her oTkoc, in this play. Although I will 
discuss Heidegger's idea of the Unheimliche as a nuanced and useful way of 

approaching Antigone, I will also argue that his neglect of the question of the 

oTkoc, is symptomatic of his characterization of the Unheimliche in terms of 
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3i8 COMPARATIVE LITERATURE STUDIES 

a fundamental orientation toward the homely that disregards?but could be 

productively reconsidered in terms of?the radical uncertainty of Antigone's 
relationship to her home. 

The idea that there is a fundamental opposition between oTkoc, and 

ttoAis in Sophocles' tragedy, and that Antigone acts on behalf of the for 

mer, seems to be expressed almost immediately in the play itself. When 

Antigone explains that she means to bury Polyneices in defiance of Creon's 

law, her sister Ismene asks, "rj yap voeTc, Bccttteiv 09', dTroppnTov ttoAei;" 

["Would you bury him, when it is forbidden the city?"] and Antigone 
retorts, "tov youv euov, kcci tov oov, f|v ou ur) 6eXt^55 / aBEAcpov ou 

yap 8r) Trpo5o0a, dAcoooiaai" ["At least he is my brother?and yours 
too, / though you deny him. / will not prove false to him"].4 Antigone will 

break the law of the TT0A15, as articulated and represented by Creon, on 

behalf of her oTkos, that is, out of loyalty to family, home, and the gods of 
hearth and underworld. 

From one perspective, Antigone's sense of duty to such obligations is 

only to be expected. As a woman, her domain is predominantly that of the 

oTkos, and her concerns are its concerns: the care of the family, the mainte 
nance of the household, the mourning of the dead.5 Yet it is not as easy as 

it might first appear to claim that Antigone's actions are entirely consistent 

with her duty to her oTko$, as the same opening scene demonstrates. The 

conversation between Antigone and Ismene takes place outside of the 

palace in which they live?their oikoc, in the most immediate and concrete 

sense?and concerns the public proclamation that prohibits the burial of 

Polyneices, a proclamation that Antigone has heard but Ismene has not: 

uKa( o" ektos auAeicov ttuAcov / to05' ouvek' e^etteuttov" (18-19) ["that is 

why I sent for you / to come outside the palace gates" (20-21)], Antigone 
tells her sister. As Mark Griffith notes, Creon's proclamation is of the kind 

"usually made by men to men, in the ekklesia or agora. . . . Women would 

learn of it only at second hand." Thus it is not particularly surprising that 

Ismene is "unaware" of the proclamation; if anything, it is surprising that 

Antigone has heard it.6 Thus, although Antigone speaks here on behalf of 

her familial obligations, in order to do so she steps outside of the physical 
space of her oTkos, that dwelling which should be her proper place as an 

unmarried young woman. This is striking in part because the gendering of 

the space of the oTkoc, is ordinarily inseparable from the gendered associa 

tions of its less tangible concerns. As Roger Just notes, although a fifth 

century Athenian woman might periodically venture out into public, such 

movement nevertheless takes place within "a dominant ideology in terms of 
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BRINGING ANTIGONE HOME? 319 

which female seclusion [is] desirable," and in terms of which it is important 
to maintain a clear distinction between "the domestic world of women [and] 
the public world of men."7 Of course, the heroic world of tragedy is hardly 
a straightforwardly mimetic representation of classical Athenian society; in 

general, female characters in tragedy spend more time in public than their 

real-life counterparts, due in part simply to the conventions and necessi 

ties of the tragic stage. But this "stage presence" must nevertheless be set 

against a code of behavior that marks the indoors as women's proper domain; 

indeed, the tensions inherent in such an incongruity are often integral to 

the complex characters of tragic heroines.8 

It is just this sort of tension that marks the opening scene of Antigone. 
More than one reader of this play has argued that the sisters' location in the 

opening scene should be read as transgressive?that, as P. E. Easterling has 

suggested (despite her generally cautious response to the idea that women's 

public presence in tragedy is always disruptive), Antigone's summoning 
of Ismene outside of the house will, "for many people in the audience . . . 

constitute a challenge to ideas of the behaviour proper for a woman."9 The 

play begins with Antigone already displaced, literally "unhomely," outside 

when she is supposed to be within. And her position as a woman on the 

wrong side of the threshold in this opening scene will be crucial as well to 

what she is about to do. In fact, there is a triple transgression of the thresh 

old on Antigone's part, a triple link between that transgression and each of 

the key aspects of her action on behalf of Polyneices: she must step across 

the threshold to hear the proclamation, to announce her plan to disobey 
the proclamation, and, eventually, to perform the act of burial itself. What 

Antigone does is, in other words, inseparable from the way in which she is 

positioned with respect to her physical home; the actions that she claims to 

perform on behalf of her oTkoc, duty to her brother go hand in hand with 
her transgression of the boundaries of her physical oTko^. 

From the moment the play begins, then, Antigone's relationship to her 

oTkoc, is contradictory; depending on how that home (and her duty to it) is 

defined, she is both loyal to and transgressive of its demands, and this proves 
to be a central article of contention as the play moves forward. One way to 

explain the apparent contradictions of her relationship to her home would 
be to argue that Antigone's current residence is her oTkoc, in only the most 

superficial sense of the word, that she is loyal to her "true" oikos, to the obli 

gations of blood-relationship and religion which she invokes to justify the 
burial of her brother. From this perspective, the physical boundaries of the 
house do not delimit Antigone's "proper place," but rather serve as an obstacle 

(associated with Creon, and thus with his proclamation and his emphasis 
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320 COMPARATIVE LITERATURE STUDIES 

on the tt0a15, rather than with the oTkoc, as such) to the task that she must 

perform. This idea of a disjunction between the physical and the relational 

aspects of the oTkoc in fact implicitly underlies Antigone's own argument 
for much of the play, although she never puts it in quite these terms. 

But if Antigone would like to make a clear distinction between the 

house in which she lives and her "true" oTkoc, thought primarily in terms 

of her familial obligations, Creon seems to insist instead that the different 

aspects of her oTkoc, are necessarily aligned, suggesting that her transgression 
of the boundaries of one must signify her transgression against all. In fact, 
Creon posits an almost indexical relationship between Antigone's relation 

ship to her physical home and her rebellion more generally: he argues that, 
in stepping across the threshold of the palace, she becomes an absolute rebel 

against the oTkoc, acting not just against him or the laws of the ttoAic, but 

against her family and the gods as well. When the Chorus suggests that the 

gods may have had something to do with the corpse's burial, Creon retorts 

that the gods would not honor "ootis dnxpitdovac, / vaouc m/pcoacov rjA6e 

Kdva6r)uaTa / kcu yfjv ekeivcov kcci vououc, SiccgkeBgjv" (285-87) ["this man 

who came to burn their pillared temples, / their dedicated offerings?and 
this land / and laws he would have scattered to the winds" (316-18)]; in his 

confrontation with Antigone, he insists that her actions dishonor her other 

brother, Eteocles, and would be "ekei'vco 8uoaE(3fj" (514) ["impious / in his 

sight" (562-63)]. 
Creon's refusal to acknowledge the possibility of a conflict between 

different aspects of the oTkoc, is indicative of a tendency in his character, 
which also manifests itself in a near-absolute elision of the concerns of the 

oTkoc with the concerns of the TroAig.The one who is "ev toTc, ydp oIkei'oiv 

[. . .] dvrip / xpn?TOS5 9ccvEiTai Kav ttoAei Bikcuoc, gov" (661-62) ["in his 

household a good man / will be found a just man, too, in the city" (715-16)] 
he tells Haemon, while disobedience to the authority of the one who rules 

the city "ttoAeic, oAAuoiv" ["destroys cities"] and "dvacnrdTOuc / oikouc 

tOtioiv" ["demolishes homes"] in equal measure (673-74/728). As Martha 

Nussbaum has noted, "Creon ... is attempting to replace blood ties by the 

bonds of civic friendship. City-family conflicts cannot arise if the city is 

the family, if our only family is the city."10 In Nussbaum's reading, the flaw 

in Creon's character lies precisely here, in his inability to acknowledge the 

possibility that oTkoc, and ttoAis both represent separate, legitimate yet 

conflicting, positions. 
But despite the limitations of Creon's perspective, he brings up an 

important point in his confrontation with Antigone; her relationship to the 

members of her oTkoc, is rather more selective than she admits. Whether or 
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BRINGING ANTIGONE HOME? 321 

not we accept Creon's claim that she dishonors one brother in honoring 
the other, it is clear that Antigone at the very least comes to separate herself 

violently from Ismene, her closest living family member, whom she has 

addressed in the first line of the play in the strongest possible kinship terms 

("go koivov auTdSeAcpov 'laurjvnc, Kapa" ["Ismene, my dear sister, / whose 

father was my father" in Grene's translation, which, although not strictly 
literal, captures the sense of emphatic excess in the original]). Furthermore, 
as her uncle and apparently her only surviving male relative, Creon himself 

is not only a member of Antigone's oTkoc, but the head of it.11 And, precisely 
because he is her uncle as well as her king, Antigone's disobedience of Creon's 

order must also be a refusal of oTkoc, obligation?even if neither Antigone 
nor Creon seems to acknowledge this. 

Indeed, even Antigone's burial of her brother, so crucial to her claim 
to act on behalf of her oTkos, can be read as transgressive: Christiane 

Sourvinou-Inwood has suggested that Antigone should not be responsible 
for performing such a task, even if the burial itself is justified, that indeed, 
she might ordinarily not even be allowed to do so.12 For, although it is true 

that women were associated with mourning in classical Athens, Sourvinou 

Inwood argues that because they were also associated with disorder, they were 

responsible only for "the first part of the death ritual, which was dominated 

by ritual disorder and pollution," while men were in charge of the burial 

itself, "which terminated the period of abnormality and restored order" (140). 
Mark Griffith similarly argues that Antigone's act of burial "could be said to 
be both supremely feminine . . . and also shockingly masculine."13 In other 

words, even in the central act of what she claims as her oTkoc, duty, Antigone 
can also be read as acting in opposition to that duty. 

There may be some validity, then, to Creon's suggestion that the differ 
ent aspects of the oTkoc, cannot so easily be separated; certainly Antigone's 
claim to be acting entirely out of loyalty to her family is not as straightfor 

ward as she makes it out to be. Yet Creon seems not only to insist on the 

unity of Antigone's oTkos, but to suggest that her rebellion is only a func 
tion of her physical location, as is evident in the way in which he attempts 
to regain control over her and contain the threat she poses?namely, by 
sending her back inside. Thus, at the beginning of his confrontation with 

Antigone, Creon suggests that her presence outside, boasting about her 
actions in public, is a direct threat to the order of the TT0X15, and to his 

authority and masculinity as well: "u(3pis 5\ ettei BsBpccKEV, r|8e SeuTEpa, / 

TouToig ETTauxEiv Kai BsSpaKuTav ysAdv. / rj vuv sycb ijev ouk avr)p, auxn 
S1 dvrjp, / ei Taui' ccvcctei TrjBs keioetcu KpaTn" (482-85) ["But here is still 
another insolence / in that she boasts of it, laughs at what she did. /1 swear 
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I am no man and she the man / if she can win this and not pay for it" 

(526-29)]. When at the end of the scene he orders, "Koiai^sT" ei'oco, 8uxoec/ 
ek 5e toOSe xpil / yuvaiKac, eTvcci togBe lir^ dvEiuivas" (578-79) ["Bring 
her inside, you. From this time forth, / these must be women, and not free 

to roam" (636-37)], he suggests?even as his strange conflation of Antigone 
and Ismene indicates that something more complicated is at work?that 

simply reversing Antigone's movement, putting her back in her proper place, 
will bring an end to the threat of disorder and rebellion that she represents. 
This notion is, in turn, both echoed and radicalized in the punishment of 

live burial that he chooses for her?a punishment that is in fact nothing 
other than an extreme (and very precise) attempt to put her in her proper 

place once and for all. 

If Antigone seems, in certain ways, to simply ignore this question of 

where her "proper place" might be, disregarding her relationship to her physi 
cal home in favor of other kinds of oTkoc obligations, there is another sense 

in which she, like Creon, aligns the two senses of her oTkoc, (and thereby 
counters his accusation more directly) by claiming that her true home simply 
lies elsewhere than in the palace. For Antigone suggests not just that she is 

helping her brother to reach his home in the underworld, but that she belongs 
there as well. This manifests itself first of all in the emphasis that she places 
on the dead as those who are, in some sense, both her "true" family and her 

"true" community?an emphasis that, among other things, might answer to 

the objection that she disregards some family members in favor of others. 

Already in the first scene of the play Antigone is preoccupied with her place 
in the underworld: "ettei ttAeicov xpovoc, / ov 5eT u1 dpsoKEiv toic, kotco tcov 

Ev6dSE. / ekeT yap aiei KEioouai" (74-76) ["The time in which I must please 
those that are dead / is longer than I must please those of this world. / For 

there I shall lie forever" (86-88)]. In her later argument with Ismene, when 

Antigone refuses to allow her sister to share the blame for the burial, she 

casts the difference between them, in part, in terms of her belonging to 

the world of the dead: "ou uiv yap ei Aou Cj\ v, Eycb 8e KaT0avETv" (555) ["Life 
was your choice, and death was mine" (610)]; "ou uiv ?fjs, r) 8' Eur] yuxri 
udAai / TE0vr|KEV3 coote toic Savouoiv g^eAeTv" (559-60) ["you are alive, 
but my life died / long ago, to serve the dead" (614-15)]. And in her final 

scene, now addressing her tomb explicitly as her home, she declares: 

co KaTaoKa9r)s 

oiKnaic, aiEi9poupog oT TropEuoiaai 

TTpog t01/5 EiaauTfis, cbv dpiSuov ev vEKpoTc 
ttAeTotov 8E8EKTai 0EpoE9aaa, oAcoAotcov. (891-94) 
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BRINGING ANTIGONE HOME? 323 

[oh dwelling-place forever 

dug in rock, it is to you I am going 
to join my people, that great number that have died, 

whom in their death Persephone received. (946-47, translation 

modified)] 

If Antigone first presents her obligations in a way that seems to disregard 
the space of the oikos, her emphasis on the presence of her family in the 

underworld in a sense re-spatializes the question, making her obligations to 

the dead the basis for a revised notion of where her physical home might be 

found. The question becomes, then, both where Antigone's home is located 

and, inseparably, where her obligations lie. 

But this question, in both of its aspects, grows more complicated as the 

time of her execution approaches. For, as she is led away for the last time, 
a doubt creeps into Antigone's own speech about whether or not she has 

fulfilled her responsibility to her family and about, accordingly, the possibility 
of ever finding her proper place with them. The idea that she will find her 

home among the dead transforms, over the course of her final scene, into 

the idea that her death is a substitute for marriage?"AxEpovTi vuucpEuaco" 
(816) ["My husband is to be the Lord of Death" (877)?literally, "I will marry 

Acheron"]?in some sense, a continuation of the idea that her home will 

be in the underworld. But this is not presented in the same way that the 

question of the oTkoc; was earlier, that is, in terms of a marriage on earth 
which does not matter and is consequently replaced by a true marriage to 

death. Rather, Antigone seems increasingly troubled by the inadequacy of 
the substitution. She laments the lost opportunity for marriage and family 
on earth without giving much sense that what she finds in the underworld 
will compensate the loss: "ctKAauTog, acpiAog, dvuuEvca- / og TaXai9pcov 
ayouai / tocv ETOiiaav 686v" (876-78) ["No tears for me, no friends, no mar 

riage. Brokenhearted / I am led along the road ready before me" (929-30)]; 
she goes "aAEKTpov, dvuuivcuov, oute tou yduou / liEpoc, Xaxouaav 
oute ttcuSeiou Tpocpfjc/' (917-18) ["unbedded, without bridal, without share 
/ in marriage and in nurturing of children" (974-75)]. She maintains that her 

"hope is strong" that she will be welcomed by her family in the underworld 
because she took proper care of their corpses: "ettei 0av6vTag auToxsip 
uudc, Eycb / eAouocc KaKoaunaa KaTnTuu.(3ious / xoo:5 eBcokcc" (900-02) 
["For when you died, / with my own hands I washed and dressed you all, 
and poured the lustral offerings on your graves" (955-57)]. But ner doubt and 
lamentation are cast in terms of the fear that she will find no home in the 
underworld after all, that the home and family she has been denied on earth 
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will turn out to be denied to her in death as well. The different aspects of 

her relation to her oTkoc. come together again here, but in a way that renders 

her homely nature?in all of its senses?profoundly uncertain. 

This ambivalence is encapsulated in a term by which Antigone refers to 

herself twice in her final scene: hetoikos. Grene translates the word roughly 
as "one who dwells with": thus when Antigone first laments to the Chorus, 
"icb Buotccvos, ppoToTg / oute <VEKpog> vEKpoToiv / uetoikoc/' (850-52), 

Grene translates the lines as: "Pity me. Neither among the living nor the 

dead / do I have a home in common" (905-07). Similarly, when she goes on 

to say, having just evoked her dead parents, ""rrpoc, ouc [...] Eycb uetoikoc 

Epxouou" (868), Grene's Antigone says, "To them I am going to share their 

home" (919). Grene is hardly the only reader of this play to understand the 

term in this way. Indeed, Antigone's declaration at 850-52 is the example 

given by Liddell and Scott for the definition of the word as "one whose 

home is . . . with" someone else.14 In his edition of the play, Griffith also 

leans toward this interpretation, glossing the same line "[neither a living 

mortal, resident] among mortals, nor a corpse resident among corpses" (271) 
and lines 867-68 "[Back] to whom I am going now, as you can see, to live 

with them, cursed, unmarried" (273). 
Yet the term uetoikoc, can also mean a "settler from abroad, alien resident 

in a foreign city" (this is, in fact, the first definition given by Liddell and 

Scott); in this sense, it is often translated metic. David Whitehead, in his study 
of the term, notes that the prefix uet& can mean not only "with" (as it is 

read in this case by Grene and Griffith) but, among other things, "across" 

(as in u?Ta(3cuvEiv and uETacpEpEiv). He suggests accordingly that "home 

changer"?rather than the more commonly accepted sense of "one who lives 

with"?"might be the original or predominant meaning of the word itself."15 

And he argues that Antigone, in referring to herself as hetoikos, is not just 

talking about "dwelling with" her parents or the dead, but calling herself an 

"immigrant" or "resident alien." It is this sense to which Storr's 1932 Loeb 

translation adheres: his Antigone calls herself "an alien midst the living and 

the dead," going to her parents "to meet them as an alien there below."16 

One of the implications of such a reading is to shift the focus of the term 

from a core sense of stable dwelling to a sense of fundamental instability, 

mobility, and exile. While it would be difficult to believe that Antigone's 
comments here should be read according to the narrowest possible quasi 

legalistic definition of the word, the suggestion that she is on some level a 

migrant who does not "really" belong in any place that she finds herself 

reinforces the general sense of unease she expresses about her home. Such 

a reading underscores the idea that, just as the possibility of dwelling 
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in the underworld comes to seem more.concrete (and more imminent) to 

her, it seems less and less certain what kind of residence she will find when 

she arrives. Indeed, although throughout the play she describes herself as 

oriented toward her oTkoc,, that oTkoc, is always elsewhere; it is as if she is 

always moving toward a home which itself is perpetually displaced or reced 

ing. And as she approaches death, it comes to seem that the problem lies not 

in her distance from her home, but in the possibility that she might never 

arrive; that even if she does, she will not truly belong there; perhaps even 

more fundamentally, that her home simply cannot be located. 

This is not to say, though, that Antigone's claims to be acting on behalf 

of her oTkoc, can simply be reversed. For all the difficulties that inhere in 

her relationship to home and family, her sad exit from the stage is, after all, 
not the end of the play. When Teiresias appears in the very next scene, the 

crime of which he accuses Creon is precisely a crime of displacement, not 

only of Polyneices' corpse, but of Antigone herself: 

av& cov ex?iS U?V t?>v avco (3aXcbv koctco, 

yuxr)v y' cmucos ev Tdqxp KaToiKi'oag, 

e'xeis 8e tcov KdTco0Ev EvSdS' au 0ecov 

auoipov, aKTEpioTov, dvooiov vekuv. 
(1068-71) 

[for you have thrust one that belongs above 

below the earth, and bitterly dishonored 
a living soul by lodging her in the grave; 

while one that belonged indeed to the underworld 

gods you have kept on this earth without due share 
of rites of burial, of due funeral offerings, 
a corpse unhallowed. (1136-42)] 

If the question of Antigone's duty to her oTkoc, has come to seem insepa 
rable from the question of her proper place, Teiresias's declaration seems 
to confirm that she had in fact been in the right place and doing the right 
thing after all. Accordingly, Creon's response to Teiresias?to recognize his 
error (after some initial resistance) and attempt to make right the wrongs he 
has committed?does not in fact deviate from the concern that has guided 
him throughout the play. He still wants to put Antigone in her proper place 
and bring order to the city, even if the details of that order have now been 

adjusted to follow Teiresias's advice. For a moment, in fact, one could almost 

argue that Creon and Antigone are in agreement about the substance and 
location of her oiko$. 
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Yet this "agreement" is fleeting, precisely because of Antigone's final act 

of defiance. A messenger arrives to announce that the tomb has been opened 
to reveal Antigone hanging by a noose; Haemon, confronting his father, has 

fallen on his own sword and pulled Antigones body down to lie with him in 

death. In hanging herself, Antigone manages to subvert Creon's orderly plans 
one last time, refusing him the authority of deciding when she will die and 

where she will, finally, be positioned. And at the same time, the particular 
nature of her suicide makes it difficult to take the events at the end of the 

play as a sign that, having been proven correct, she has finally found her 

home among the dead. For we are left at the end with a profound uncertainty 
about what ultimately happens to Antigone. We do not, of course, follow 

her into the underworld, and her body is absent (unlike the dead bodies of 

Haemon and Eurydice) at the end of the play. There is a kind of suspension 
of the question's answer: Antigone, one might say, even after Haemon has 

taken her body down, remains in some sense suspended, hanging between 

the earth and the world of the dead. 

Carol Jacobs writes that, in hanging herself, "Antigone defies the logic 

by which Tiresias, Creon, and even she herself had argued, the logic that 

marks the distinctions between the nether world and the world above"; she 

is "[sjuspended below ground, but above" it.17 In this reading, the question 
of Antigone's proper place?answered differently by Tiresias, Creon, and 

Antigone, but always assumed to be answerable?would itself be suspended. 
For the possibility of determining such a "proper place" would depend on 

the possibility, first of all, of making the kind of distinctions named by 
Jacobs, the possibility of distinguishing one place from another, the world 

below from the world above. When those distinctions are themselves called 

into question, the possibility of Antigone's proper placement is, as it were, 

ungrounded: her "suspension" would make it impossible to know whether 

she has found her home in the underworld or not. 

In fact, the question of location has already been at issue in this play, and 

in precisely the most crucial moment of all for Antigone's claim to be acting 
out of obligation to her oTkoc: the burial of her brother. Antigone buries?or 

attempts to bury?Polyneices twice (at the end of the play, Teiresias also 

orders Creon to bury him, seemingly for a third time). Both of these burials 

take place offstage and are recounted by a messenger, as is typical in tragedy. 
Yet by those accounts, neither of Antigone's attempts is exactly a burial. 

Consider, for example, the sentry's description of the first attempt: "tov 

VEKpov tic, dpTicog / 6dyas (3e(3tike Kdiri XP00" Siyiav / koviv TraXuvas 

KdcpayioTEUoac; d XP1!" (245-47) ["Someone just now / buried the corpse 
and vanished. He scattered on the skin / some thirsty dust; he did the ritual, 
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duly, to purge the body of desecration' (268-71)]; and again, "6 uev ydp 

fi9dviaTo, Tuu(3r)pris uiv ou, / Xetttt] 5'... ETTfjv kovic/' (255-56) ["the body 
had disappeared; / not in a grave, of course; but there lay upon him / a little 

dust..." (280-82)]. Furthermore, the sentry cannot say who performed this 

strange burial, since "ekeT [...] oute tou yEvfjBos fjv / TTAfjyu/, ou BikeAAtic, 

ek(3oAtV CJTU9A0S Be yfj / kcci xepaoc,, dppcb?" (249-51) ["there was no mark 

/ of axe's stroke nor casting up of earth / of any mattock; the ground was 

hard and dry, / unbroken" (273-76)]. The body has disappeared, yet the earth 

remains unbroken; it is buried ("someone just now / buried the corpse") and 

yet not buried ("not in a grave, of course"). While it is quite possible that 

enough of the burial ritual has been performed to ensure that the religious 

obligation is met, the fact remains that the actual burial of the body?the 

"housing" of Polyneices in the ground?seems, bizarrely, to both take place 
and not take place here, just as Antigone's own burial does.18 In her second 

attempt, after the guards have brushed the dust off of the body again, she 

replaces that dust and pours libations, but still does not seem to come any 
closer to actually burying her brother. 

It is not so much that the ambiguity of these moments prohibits us 

from knowing whether Antigone has done her oTkoc, duty or not; the ritual 

acts that she does carry out seem to be sufficient for that purpose (although 
the reason for Teiresias's demand that Creon rebury the body remains a 

lingering question). But the way in which she performs her duty leaves both 

deed and dead man without a clearly locatable position. Jacobs, drawing 
our attention to the first burial scene, notes that in this moment, Antigone 
"makes a mark that cannot be properly located ... [she] neither buries nor 

fails to bury, neither leaves her brother above nor below" (901), a descrip 
tion almost identical to the one she uses for Antigone's own death. And 

indeed, there is a striking similarity between the two moments: in these 
two crucial acts, Antigone both buries and does not bury, both houses and 

leaves unhoused. She is caught in a kind of double bind that is made per 
manent in her strange end point, perpetually caught between life and death. 

In this way, the conflict that seemed first to divide different aspects of the 

oTkoc, from one another, and then to divide different notions of Antigone's 
"true" and "false" homes, turns out to be internal to her relationship to the 

oTkoc, itself, internal to the most essential acts that she performs on its 

behalf. Judith Butler calls hers a "strange place of being between life and 

death, of speaking precisely from that vacillating boundary" (78). Because 
of that uncertainty, one cannot locate Antigone finally in any one place: 
she remains suspended between the homely and the unhomely, uetoikoc;; 
she cannot be brought home. 
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It is this "suspension" that I would argue is best characterized by the 
word unheimlich, insofar as this term is able to encompass the myriad ways 
in which what orients Antigone towards her home seems always simul 

taneously to turn her away from it. To call her relationship to her oTkoc 
unheimlich would acknowledge the paradoxical nature of that relationship 

without needing to resolve the paradox in one direction or the other. And it 
is here that Martin Heidegger s discussion of this play is particularly crucial, 
for Heidegger reads Antigone?both the play and the figure?precisely in 
terms of the Unheimliche. 

Heidegger, however, approaches the question from what seems to be a 

very different perspective than the one that has concerned me here. He first 

suggests the importance of the Unheimliche to Sophocles' play in the 1935 
course Einfuhrung in die Metaphysik [Introduction to Metaphysics], but his 
most extensive discussion of the topic comes in the middle of a 1942 lecture 
course on Friedrich Holderlin's hymn "The Ister."19 In Heidegger's reading, 

Holderlin's poem is fundamentally concerned with questions of homeliness 
and unhomeliness that are in turn essential to the question of human being 
in general. For Holderlin, he says, human being is a "Heimischwrakrc im 

Eigenen" \?coming to be at home in one's own"] (his emphasis), which in 
turn requires that 

der Mensch zunachst und langehin und zuweilen fur immer nicht 
heimisch ist. Und dies wiederum schliefit ein, dafi der Mensch das 
Heimische verkennt und verleugnet und flieht, vielleicht sogar ver 

leugnen mufi. (60) 

[human beings are initially, and for a long time, and sometimes 

forever, not at home. And this in turn entails that human beings fail 
to recognize, that they deny, and perhaps even have to deny and flee 

what belongs to the home. (49)] 

It is in the context of his investigation of this idea that Heidegger intro 

duces his discussion of Sophocles. In Heidegger's reading, the "Anklang" 
["resonance"] of Sophocles' poetry is fundamentally present in Holderlin's 

own, particularly where the question of homeliness is concerned: each poet 

suggests, in a distinctive way, the notion of the human as a being-unhomely 
and a becoming-homely (61/50). 

Heidegger first focuses his discussion of Antigone on just a few key 
lines of the tragedy's second choral ode, although he will eventually bring 
these lines together with part of the opening dialogue between Antigone 
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and Ismene and with Antigone's speech to Creon in defense of her actions. 

But his first interest is in what the second choral ode might express about 

the essence of the human as unhomely; in fact, he begins by reading just 
the first two lines of the ode, ""rroAAd Ta Seivoc kouSev dv- / SpcoTrou 

Seivotepov tteAei" (332-33), translated by Grene as "many are the wonders, 
none / is more wonderful than what is man" (368-69). These two lines, 

Heidegger writes, "in Wahrheit [. . .] auf seine innere Mitte hinweisen, ja 
der Wesensgrund dieser Tragodie, ja sogar der Sophokleischen Dichtung 
im Ganzen" (73) ["in truth point to [the ode's] inner middle; indeed, they 
are the essential ground of this tragedy, and even of Sophocles' poetic work 
as a whole" (60)]. Central to these lines, in turn, is the term Ssivd, which is, 

Heidegger continues, "das Grundwort" ["the fundamental word"] of the 

ode, if not of the whole tragedy (76/63)?a word that he will translate as, 

precisely, Unheimliche, uncanny. 
The term is a complex one, to be sure. Standard English translations 

of Seivoc, (the adjective of which to Seivov and Ta Ssivd are the singular 
and plural nominal forms, respectively) in Liddell and Scott's Greek-English 
Lexicon include "terrible, fearful, in a milder sense awful; mighty, powerful; 
wondrous, marvellous, strange; able, clever, skilful." To declare the human 

being to be the most Seivoc, being of all is, as Martha Nussbaum has said, 

"deeply ambiguous praise" (52). Nussbaum?who describes the Seivov as 

something that is "somehow strange, out of place; its strangeness and its 

capacity to inspire awe are intimately connected" (52)?in fact also argues for 
the importance of this term to Antigone as a whole (although she approaches 
the tragedy with different questions in mind than those considered here), 

suggesting that "[w]e might see the play as an investigation of the Seivov 
in all of its elusive many-sidedness" (53). And it is, in part, the importance 
of finding a single German word to capture this complexity that will lead 

Heidegger to translate the term as das Unheimliche, "the uncanny," rendering 
the opening lines of the ode:" Vielfaltig das Unheimliche, nichts doch / liber 
den Menschen hinaus Unheimlicheres ragend sich regt" (65) ["Manifold is 
the uncanny, yet nothing / more uncanny looms or stirs beyond the human 

being" (52)]. 
The choice is, he readily admits, unconventional, even in a certain sense 

"unrichtig" ["incorrect"] (78/64). Standard German definitions of Seivos 
listed in Rost's Griechisch-Deutsches Worterbuch include "furchtbar, entsetzlich, 
schrecklich [. . .] ehrwiirdig, erhaben; aufierordentlich, gewaltig"?but not 

unheimlich P And Heidegger acknowledges the value of such definitions: 
the Seivov is indeed something fearful, something extraordinary, something 
powerful, he says. In fact, it is all of them together, and he insists that a 
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translation of the term must incorporate, in a single word, all of these senses, 
"der ursprunglichen Einheit des Furchtbaren, Gewaltigen, Ungewohnlichen" 

(78) ["the originary unity of the fearful, the powerful, and the inhabitual" 

(64)]?a task which the term unheimlich accomplishes. 
Yet this is not the only reason for his unusual choice. Thinking in terms 

of Holderlin's "poetic dialogue" with Sophocles, Heidegger argues that 

there is a connection?in fact, an "innerer Bezug" (84) ["intrinsic relation" 

(69)]?between his earlier discussion of the (Un)Heimische [the (un)homely] 
in Holderlin and this notion of the Seivov as unheimlich. Indeed, he goes 
on, the core sense of the Seivov as the Unheimliche here is precisely "[d]as 
Unheimliche [...] im Sinne dessen, was nicht daheim?nicht im Heimischen 

heimisch ist" ["the uncanny in the sense of that which is not at home?not 

homely in that which is homely" (71)]; it is this unhomely-homeliness that 

characterizes the human beings named in the first line of the ode. And 
as Heidegger's discussion proceeds, it increasingly comes to focus on the 

(un)homely as the most essential meaning of both Seivoc and unheimlich) 

indeed, to think of the uncanny only in terms of the powerful, extraordi 

nary, and awe-inspiring, he says, misses the essence of uncanniness, which 

is precisely unhomeliness. 

But this notion of the unhomely is not simply a negation of the homely: 
human beings 

are not homeless, nor are 
they adventurers or wanderers 

who set out for the unknown and leave their homes behind (91-92/74-75). 
Rather, there is an opposition, what Heidegger calls the "Gegenwendige" 

["counterturning"], always present in his notions of both homeliness and 

unhomeliness, so that the two apparent opposites are essentially intercon 

nected. Indeed, Heidegger will ask: 

Wie, wenn das zuinnerst Unheimische, allem Heimischen also 

Fernste, jenes ware, was in sich zugleich die innigste Zugehorigkeit 
zum Heimischen bewahrt? Wie, wenn uberhaupt nur dieses im 

eigentlichen Sinne unheimisch sein konnte? (129) 

[What if that which were most intrinsically unhomely, thus most 

remote from all that is homely, were that which in itself simultaneously 

preserved the most intimate belonging to the homely? What if this 

alone, of all things, could be unhomely in the proper sense? (104)] 

In this reading, the terms unheimisch and unheimlich become nearly synony 
mous: both contain the "counterturning" of homely and unhomely within 

themselves. But this is also not merely a paradox, or an opposition between 
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two equally balanced terms. Rather, the unhomely is, for Heidegger, always 
oriented toward?"das [...] Suchen und Aufsuchen' ["a seeking and search 

ing out"] of?the homely (91/74). In the essential interrelation between the 

two, the unhomely is seen as, in some sense, the longing for a homeliness 

which is not known, that from which human beings are exiled, but to which 

they are always attempting to return. 

This sense of human beings as both homely and unhomely is elabo 

rated in Heidegger's discussion of certain crucial lines from the middle 
and end of the choral ode. He renders the first of these, a line from the 

second strophe, "TTavTOTropog aiTopos ett' ouSev e'pxetcu" (360), as 

"iiberall hinausfahrend unterwegs erfahrungslos ohne Ausweg kommt er 
zum Nichts" (72) ["everywhere venturing forth underway, experienceless 
without any way out he comes to nothing" (59)]. It seems pertinent to 

remark here on the idiosyncrasy of Heidegger's translations from the Greek, 
which goes beyond his tendency to translate a single Greek word with 

several German ones, and of which this line is one of the more significant 

examples; for it is possible (and most common) to understand the line in 
a nearly opposite sense from that given by Heidegger. Grene s translation 

of this part of the ode runs: "He has a way against everything, / and he 
faces nothing that is to come / without contrivance" (393-95), a transla 
tion that emphasizes, rather than marking the limit of, the notion that 
human beings have a means of responding to any challenge they encounter. 

Heidegger's contrary reading is made possible in part by a certain degree of 

grammatical ambiguity (does "he comes to nothing without contrivance" 
mean "he comes to everything with some kind of contrivance," or "he is 

powerless when he arrives at Nothingness"?), and in part by his phrase 
and sentence breaks: standard modern editions of the text (which add 

punctuation to originally unpunctuated manuscripts) insert a semicolon 
mark between iravTOTTopos as the end of one phrase and ccTropoc, as the 

beginning of another, while Heidegger takes this line as a single discrete 
text. This approach to translation allows him to emphasize, the way in 

which these two words, taken together, point to "das Wesen des Seivov" 

(92) ["the essence of the Seivov" (75)]. In his explication, the line describes 
how the human being "alles erfahrt und doch ohne Erfahrung bleibt" (92) 

["experiences everything and yet remains without experience" (75)]; for all 
of those things that humans may attain, named in the preceding lines of 
the ode, still do not bring them to what is most essential to them. Thus, 

although they believe themselves to be at home in their lives, they remain 

precisely "unheimisch" ["unhomely"], insofar as they still cannot come any 
closer to their own essence (94/76). 
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Heidegger now turns to consider the question of the homely itself 
more extensively, focusing on the words uuvi'ttoAic ccttoAic in the sec 

ond antistrophe (here, as in the previous section, Heidegger reads the 

line without the standard editorial addition of a semicolon between the 
two words in question). Just as the root word Tropoc, and its sense of 

"venturing forth" was central to the paradoxes of TravTOTropoc, aTropos, 
central to the discussion here is the notion of the ttoAic. But this is not, 
he says?as it is commonly understood to be?merely the "city" or the 

"city-state." It is rather that which grounds every political notion and 

thus grounds the very notion of the political (98/80)?indeed, it is the 

ground of human existence itself. In the Introduction to Metaphysics, 

Heidegger had articulated the relationship between Tropoc. and ttoAis 
as one between "all die Bahnen in die Bereiche des Seienden" ["all the 

routes into the domains of beings"] on the one hand, and "der Grund 

und Ort des Daseins des Menschen selbst, die Kreuzungsstelle aller 

dieser Bahnen" ["the ground and place of human being itself, the spot 
where all these routes cross"] on the other, and here he similarly insists 

that the TT0A15 is "die Statte, innerhalb deren Reichweite jeder Tropos 
sich bewegt" (111) ["the site within whose expansive realm every Tropoc. 

moves" (89)].21 In his description of this movement within the site of the 

ttoAic, Heidegger also links the term to the word TT0A05 (etymologically 
connected, in turn, to the verb tteAeiv, used in the second line of the ode to 

describe the Seivov), "a pivot or axis on which something turns, the axis of 

the globe, the pole."22 The ttoAic. is the ttoAoc, he says, "der Wirbel, in dem 

und um den sich alles dreht" (100) ["the swirl in which and around which 

everything turns" (81)]. Thus, while the Tropoc describes the movement 

of the human being as s/he seeks the homely, the ttoAic. is the site around 

and toward which that movement takes place. Indeed, the ttoAic is "die 

Statte [...] des Heimischseins" (101) ["the site of being homely" (82)] itself. 

But if the ttoAis is the "site of being homely," then, as Heidegger's reading 
of TravTOTTopos aTropoc. has already suggested, the human relationship to 

that site can hardly be a simple one. Rather, that relationship, named by 
the words uyiTroAic octtoAic, manifests once again the "counterturning" 
of the human, the truth that human beings are both moving toward this 

site of their being homely and, simultaneously, "Statte-lose" (107) ["without 
site" (86)]?which is to say that the human relationship to the ttoAis, not 

surprisingly, is one of unhomeliness. 

These elaborations of the notion of human beings as Beivov?ventur 

ing everywhere but never grasping their essence, without a homely "site" 

even as their lives turn around that site?now lead Heidegger to the end 
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of the ode, just a few lines later, and the Chorus's final declaration: u[\t)t" 
euoi TTapEOTiog / yEvoiTo [xr]Y i'gov 9povcov / 65 tcxS' epBoi" (373-75). 
In Heidegger's translation, this reads "Nicht werde dem Herde ein Trauter 

mir der, / nicht auch telle mit mir sein Wahnen mein Wissen, / der dieses 

fuhret ins Werk" ["Such shall not be entrusted to my hearth, / nor share 

their delusion with my knowing, / who put such a thing to work"] (Grene 
translates these lines, "He who is so, may he never / share my hearth! / 

may he never think my thoughts!" (409-11)]. The EOTia, or hearth, named 

here is the third and final of the crucial words in Heidegger's elaboration 

of the notion of the Seivov. Its importance to the question of the homely is 

characterized in terms very similar to those Heidegger had used to describe 

the TT0X15: the eoticc is, he says, not only "der Herd des Hauses" ["the 
hearth of the house"], but "die Statte des Heimisch-seins" (130) ["the site 

of being-homely" (105)], a description with which he had characterized the 

TT0A15 just a few pages earlier. Similarly, his characterization of the ttoXic, as 

the site where "alles Seiende [...] sich sammelt" (106) ["all beings 
... [are] 

gathered" (86)], is echoed by his description here of the fire of the hearth as 

that place at which "alles Seiende je schon gesammelt hat" (143) ["all beings 
have in each case already gathered" (114)]. It is thus somewhat surprising, 

especially after his explicit discussion of the connection between the ttoXis 
and the other central term of the ode, Tropog, that he does not discuss the 

relationship between the Ecrria and the ttoXic, here. 
The two terms are not entirely synonymous for Heidegger. While the 

TT0X15 is the "site" within and around which human being moves, as well as the 

ground of that movement, the Ecrria is "die Statte aller Statten, die Heimstatt 
schlechthin" (130) ["the site of all sites ... the homestead pure and simple" (105)]. 
It seems, if this is possible, even more "central" than the ttoXic, itself, the homely 
site at the center of the TroXig-as-site. Indeed, Heidegger declares (while reading 
a fragment from the pre-Socratic thinker Philolaos) that the hearth is 

die Mitte des Seienden, auf die alles Seiende [...] anfanglich bezogen 
bleibt. Diese herdhafte Mitte des Seienden ist das Sein. Das Sein ist 
der Herd. Denn das Wesen des Seins ist fur die Griechen die 

cpuoic,?das von sich aus aufgehende Leuchten, das durch nichts ande 
res vermittelt, sondern selbst die Mitte ist. Diese Mitte ist das [.. .] 
alles Umsichsammelnde?jenes, worin alles Seienden seine Statte 
hat und als das Seiende heimisch ist. (140) 

[the middle of beings, to which all beings ... are drawn in the com 

mencement. This hearth of the middle of beings is being. Being is 
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the hearth. For the essence of being for the Greeks is 91/015?that 
illumination that emerges of its own accord and is mediated by noth 

ing else, but is itself the middle. This middle is that which ... 
gathers 

everything around it?that wherein all beings have their site and are 

at home as beings. (112)] 

This idea of the hearths central position is thus crucially connected to its 

status as the essence of being itself, "mediated by nothing else"; and it is cru 

cial to Heidegger's notion of the homely as well. For Heidegger articulates 

his notion of the homely in terms of what are, in a sense, ever-narrower and 
more essential circles; the ttoAic as the swirl around an axis, a kind of vortex 

(as the word Wirbel can also be translated) at the very center of which would 

be, in turn, the homely. 
In his reading of what the chorus says about the hearth at the end of the 

ode, Heidegger argues, not surprisingly, that the human relationship to the 

hearth is, like the relationship to the ttoAis, necessarily uncanny. If the "swirl" 

of the ttoAic. seems to draw beings ever closer to the homely, the Seivov nature 

of human beings leads to their expulsion from that center and, at the same 

time, to their attempt to find their way back to it. And when Heidegger turns 

to consider the figure of Antigone and her relationship to the Seivov and the 

(un)homely, he does so by asking, precisely, whether or not she is among those 

expelled from the hearth at the end of the choral ode. To answer this ques 

tion, he focuses on the last dozen lines of the introductory dialogue between 

Antigone and Ismene, in particular Ismene's protest, "dpxr]v Se 0npdv ou 

TrpETTEi Tdurixava" (92), and the kernel of Antigone's response, "dAA' Ea ue 

Kcri ttiv e? euou 8ua(3ouA(av / tto:6eiv to Seivov touto" (95-96). Heidegger 
translates the exchange: 

I: Als Anfang aber jenes zu erjagen, unschicklich bleibt's, wogegen 
auszurichten nichts. 

A: [...] Doch uberlafi dies mir und jenem, was aus mir Gefahrlich 

Schweres rat: ins eigne Wesen aufzunehmen das Unheimliche, das 

jetzt und hier erscheint. (123) 

[I: Yet to commence in pursuit of that remains unfitting, against 
which nothing can avail. 

A:... Yet leave this to me, and to that within me that counsels the 

dangerous and difficult: to take up into my own essence the uncanny 
that here and now appears. (99)] 
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The Seivov to which Antigone refers here is, most immediately, the burial 

of Polyneices (the guard, as Nussbaum notes [73], will refer to the burial 

as, precisely, Seivov at line 243). Indeed, this whole exchange, as Heidegger 
himself recognizes, concerns Antigone's resolution regarding her brother, 
and the a[xr\xava tas^ that she takes on, "that which is of no avail," has to 

do precisely with?as Heidegger also notes?"das, was den to ten B ruder 

angeht, das Gesetz der Toten und damit das Grundgesetz der Lebenden" 

(126) ["that which concerns her dead brother, namely, the law of the dead, 
and thereby the fundamental law of the living" (101)]. 

But for Heidegger, the implications of her declaration regarding the 

Seivov go far beyond the immediate question of her brothers burial. Indeed, 

Heidegger's reading suggests a connection between Antigone's words and each 

of the essential points from the choral ode: the Seivov, first of all, but also the 

characterization of the Seivov human being as "TravTOTTopog aTropoc/' and 

"uyiTToAic, octtoAis," and the expulsion from the hearth at the end. To do what 

Antigone does here, "als den alles beherrschenden Ausgang das zu erjagen, 

wogegen auszurichten nichts" (127) ["to pursue that against which nothing can 

avail as the point of departure governing everything" (102)], anticipates being 
described by the choral ode as "uctvTOTTopoc, cnTOpog"; and this is precisely 
what constitutes the uncanny, says Heidegger (128/103). In taking the Seivov 

upon herself, Antigone, in Heidegger's reading, is "unheimisch schlechthin" 

(129) ["utterly unhomely" (103)]; she, more than anyone else, "forfeits the site" 

of the ttoAic, (the site of being homely), but also thereby (following, as always, 
the logic of the counterturning) "iiberragt" ["looms over"] it more than anyone 
else. For these reasons, Antigone?not just accepting "that against which 

nothing can avail" but taking it as her first and only task?is "das hochste 

Unheimliche" ["the supreme uncanny"], not only one of those expelled from 

the hearth by the chorus, but the person whom this expulsion names first of 

all (129/104). 
Yet according to Heidegger, in dying, Antigone becomes homely: 

"ihr Sterben ist ja, wenn es iiberhaupt etwas ist [. . .] die Zugehorigkeit 
zum Sein. Ihr Sterben ist ihr Heimischwerden, aber das Heimischwerden in 

jenem und aus jenem Unheimischsein" (129) ["her dying is, if it is anything 
at all ... a belonging to being. Her dying is her becoming homely, but a 

becoming homely within and from out of such being unhomely" (104)]. This 
comment recalls a part of his reading of the chorus's line "ttccvtottopoc, 
aiTopoc, ett1 ouSev e'pxetcu," one that seems to anticipate the lines that 

immediately follow that one, "AiScc uovov / 9e0?iv ouk Eud^ETai" (361-62) 
["from Hades alone / he will not obtain escape" (396-97)]. If everything that 
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the human being attains still does not bring him or her any closer to the 

knowledge of his or her own essence (or to the homely), Heidegger argues 
there, it is also somehow inessential in the sense that it cannot prevent 
death?for death, too, is essential to human being. And in this sense, death 

should be considered less in terms of a single moment than in terms of an 

ongoing state; in the Introduction to Metaphysics Heidegger had written about 

these same lines that "[d]er Mensch ist ohne Ausweg dem Tod gegeniiber 
nicht erst, wenn es zum Sterben kommt, sondern standig und wesenhaft" 

(167) ["[t]he human being has no way out in the face of death, not only 
when it is time to die, but constantly and essentially" (169)]. It is from this 

perspective that Heidegger distinguishes Antigone's "Sterben" ["dying"] 
from the less essential "Furchtbare und Ungewohnliche des fruhen Todes" 

(129) ["fearful and inhabitual experience of an early death" (104)]; it is the 

former that he associates with her becoming homely. 
The way in which, as we have seen, Antigone is exceptionally ori 

ented toward death from the very beginning of the play might in fact 

be precisely the point at which Heidegger's reading of Antigone and 

my own would converge. The question that has driven my reading of 

Antigone is not, however, first and foremost, Heidegger's question of her 

uncanniness as the essence of the human, but something seemingly more 

particular: her unheimlich relationship to her own oTko$. And from this 

perspective, Antigone's death cements the uncertainty of her relationship 
to her home rather than bringing her close to it. Thus, although I have 

come to Heidegger as a way to help articulate the conclusions reached 

by my own reading of Antigone's complicated relationship to her home, 
the relevance of his approach here seems limited by the fact that, despite 
all his discussion of the homely, Heidegger does not address the question 
of the oiKog. Of course, that term?unlike 5eiv6v, ttoAic, eoticc?does 

not appear anywhere in the passages he discusses. But the sense is not so 

much that a discussion of the oTkoc. simply doesn't come up as that the 

very notion of the oTkos remains inessential to the reading he wishes to 

pursue, associated instead with a kind of interpretation?and the Hegelian 

interpretation in particular?that he simply refuses: it is clear, Heidegger 
writes, "dafi das Gegenspiel dieser Tragodie nicht spielt in dem Gegensatz 
zwischen 'Staat' auf der einen und 'Religion' auf der anderen Seite" (147) 
["that the counterplay of this tragedy is not played out in the opposition 
between the 'state' on the one hand and religion' on the other" (118)]. 
Hence his sharp dismissal of those who read the term TT0A15 as "state" or 

"city-state" and, similarly, his disdain for interpretations of the play in 

which "Antigone gegeniiber den 'Werten' 'Kultur' und 'Staat' den 'Wert' 
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'Religion vertritt" (119) ["Antigone stands for the Value' of 'religion' 
as opposed to the 'values' of'culture' and 'state'" (95)]. It is significant 
that, in these allusions, the oTkoc. (a term that Heidegger never uses 

here) would have to be included under the rubric of "religion" (and later 

"familial blood-relatedness")?and thereby associated with readings of 

this play that miss the point?rather than understood as "home," which 

for Heidegger is always linked to the essential question of human being 
as a becoming-homely out of being unhomely. 

Yet it is possible to consider the oTkoc from a different, more Hei 

deggerian perspective, most immediately insofar as the term is closely 
connected to the word eoticc, which, as we have seen, does play a crucial 

role in Heidegger's discussion. Indeed, perhaps the only appearance of the 

word oTkoc. in this book comes in a passage from Plato's Phaedrus quoted 

by Heidegger as part of his discussion of the hearth. In the passage under 

consideration, Socrates describes (at 246ff) something like the daily life of 

the Olympian gods, and ends by distinguishing one of them, Hestia, from 

the other eleven: "uivEi ydp 'Eoticc ev 6ecov oikco uovn," which Heidegger 
translates as "es bleibt bestandig zuriick Hestia in der Gotter Heimstatt als 

einzige" (141) ["Hestia alone always remains steadfastly behind in the home 

stead of the gods" (113)]. The term that Heidegger translates as Heimstatt is 

oikco, the dative singular of oTkoc/, Hestia, the goddess of the hearth, is the 
one who stays in the oiko$, the Heimstatt, a word that Heidegger had earlier 

used to refer to the hearth itself. Heidegger comments that the key point 
here is Hestia's position among the gods as "die Mitte aller Bestandigkeit 
und Anwesenheit?das Wesende im Sein" (141-42) ["the middle of all stead 
fast constancy and presence?that which essentially prevails in being" (113)]. 
In this sense, the oTko$, the site of the goddess's "constancy and presence" 
if not another name for Hestia herself, should be central to Heidegger's 
notion of the homely. 

But to take the term oTkoc. as a synonym for eoticc in the Heideggerian 
sense would seem to leave untouched the question of what the oTkoc has 

designated in my own reading of the play. Could the oTkoc in the sense of 

physical dwelling-place or familial obligation have anything more to do 
with the oTkoc. as the hearth of being than it does with the other aspects 
of Heidegger's notion of the homely? The importance of the burial of 

Polyneices and the death of Antigone to both Heidegger's reading and my 
own offers a point of contact between the two approaches: the specificity 
of Antigone's oTkoc. duty, particular to her position as the sister of the dead 

man, and the nature of her essential humanness as conceived by Heidegger. 
Her very particular, or rather singular action, the fact that she "takes on" 
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the burial of her brother, is precisely what makes her, in Heidegger 's 

reading, the one the choral ode addresses "in the first instance." But although 

Heidegger acknowledges that it is the burial that constitutes the Seivov first 

of all for Antigone, he will later criticize those readers who focus on her 

relationship to her brother and her obligations to the dead as if these were 

the most essential aspects of the play. For Heidegger, they are important 
not in themselves, but insofar as they manifest Antigone's Seivov nature, 
and thus speak to the question of the human relationship to the homely 
and to being. 

Yet the sharp distinction that Heidegger draws between concern with 

beings and concern with being, between concern for a dead brother and 
concern for the (un)homely as the essence of the human, is difficult to 

maintain, at least in Antigone's case. For the burial of Polyneices and the 

death of Antigone herself are, as we have seen, moments that remain in 

suspension in this play, and this has crucial implications for Heidegger's 

reading of her Unheimlichkeit. There is a stability in that reading which is 

not borne out by the play, a sense in which, in bypassing the question of 

Antigone's relationship to her material and relational oTkoc,, Heidegger fails 

to address, or even acknowledge, the importance for his own argument of 

the play's most undecidable moments. There seems to be no room, in his 

reading of Antigone as "the supreme uncanny," for the uncertainty of her 

way of being toward death, the suspension of her movement toward an end 

that remains hidden from view. Indeed, Heidegger's understanding of the 

(un)homely is at times so strongly oriented toward the eventual arrival at 

the homely as to risk losing altogether the sense of the "counterturning" 
inherent in the Unheimliche.23 

For although, throughout this discussion, Heidegger focuses not on 

the death [Tod] of Antigone, but on her dying [Sterben]; not on the act of 

burial, but on the "taking on" of that act; not on the home, but on a per 

petual becoming-homely; Antigone herself might, in fact, trouble these very 
distinctions?between Sterben and Tod, between "taking on" the task of burial 

and performing (or not performing) the task, between, as Heidegger says of 

the TTopoc, and the TT0A15, movement and the site of that movement. Her 

suspension arrests the movement of her "becoming homely," but at the same 

time refuses to ground itself in any "site." For as we have seen, every turn that 

Antigone makes toward her home is also a turn away from it; every act that 

she performs on behalf of her oTkoc, duty also acts, in some sense, against that 

duty. And in this way, she embodies a different kind of Unheimlichkeit?a 

radical uncertainty, and not just a perpetual becoming homely, that is sug 

gested throughout the play and cemented by the singularity of her death. 
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The key moments in her relation to her home render her "position," both 

literal and conceptual, impossible to pinpoint; she remains both homely and 

unhomely, suspended?unheimlich. 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 
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